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TATE, Circuit Judge:

A class of black and female service/maintenance and clerical employees of the defendant
Stephen F. Austin State University (the University) brought suit against their employer,
contending that the University engaged in race and sex discrimination in violation of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e et seq. (Title VII) and the fourteenth



amendment to the Constitution.   On appeal, both parties contest the findings of and relief
granted by the district court. The University contends that the lower court should not have
certified such a broad class nor granted injunctive relief to mitigate the effects of the
channeling of black and female employees into the lower paid clerical and custodial
positions. The plaintiff class asserts that the district court should have awarded back pay,
front pay, and interim attorneys' fees in addition to injunctive relief and that the court
erred in finding no discrimination in terminations of blacks and females and in the
administration of the University's retirement system.

We affirm the lower court's judgment with respect to the issues of channeling, termination,
and retirement, but we remand for findings on the discriminatory intent and for monetary
relief and interim attorneys' fees determinations, if Title VII relief is to be afforded.

Procedural History

The named plaintiffs are two black females, Carpenter and Hunt, terminated from
University employment, and a black male, Williams, retired in 1978, all of whom were
former hourly employees of the University in its service/maintenance department. They
exhausted all administrative prerequisites to filing a lawsuit under the Equal Employment
Opportunity Act (the Act or Title VII).   The defendant University,   as a state government
agency which "affects commerce" within the meaning of 42 U.S.C. § 2000e(b), is an
employer subject to coverage of the Act from March 24, 1972.

On September 2, 1976, the district court certified a class of all "past, present, and
prospective black and female employees of the University who have been denied or will be
denied employment with the University since November 11, 1971." On review of a motion
for decertification prior to trial, the court limited the membership of the class to "wage and
hourly employees" of the University. This characterization excluded salaried clerical and
secretarial employees, about whom evidence relating to sex discrimination was adduced at
the liability phase of the trial. After hearing this evidence, the court redefined the class as
"all past, present, and prospective black and female employees who would be subject to job
descriptions in Plaintiffs' Exhibits 29 and 30 [service/maintenance and clerical employees]
and/or subject to the Classified Pay Plan of said University who have been or will be denied
employment or benefits with the University since November 11, 1971."

The class claims, contained in the original and three amended complaints, encompassed an
across-the-board attack on the University's alleged racially and sexually discriminatory
employment policies and practices. The named plaintiffs claimed that the University
unlawfully "channelled" blacks and women to lower paying positions through its hiring and
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initial assignment procedures, and thereafter maintained discriminatory promotion,
transfer, pay, termination and retirement programs. In the liability phase of the trial the
plaintiffs introduced statistical data of the high percentages of blacks and women in the
lower paying service/maintenance and clerical positions, the absence of these protected
groups in higher levels, and the lack of transfer between job ranks and classifications. The
plaintiffs presented anecdotal evidence of specific instances of discriminatory policies and
practices. The plaintiffs also showed the non-coverage of hourly employees in the
University-supported Teachers Retirement System until November 1972, the subsequent
exclusion of these classified employees from an Optional Retirement Plan also maintained
by the University, and the retirement system's rules that were alleged to have a disparate
impact on the protected classes.

The district court entered judgment for the employer University on the retirement, equal
pay, and termination issues and granted judgment to the plaintiffs on the channeling and
promotion issues. It found that the University workforce was racially stratified and sexually
stereotyped, that the higher level and paid employees are predominantly white males, and
that there were "dramatic overutilizations" of women and blacks in the lower paying, lower
skilled jobs. The court found that several distinct employment practices had a disparate
impact on blacks and women: (1) the development, use and subjective implementation of
job qualifications for which the University made no showing of job-relatedness; (2) the
development and use of a classified pay plan for hourly employees in which blacks and
women were in lower-paying job classifications, creating wage differentials for which the
University offered no justification; and (3) subjectivity in implementation of job
qualifications for hiring and promotion and for placement of classes of employees on the
compensation scale.

The court then indicated its preference for non-monetary institutional responses to the
findings of liability and instructed the parties to make good faith efforts to achieve
conciliation. The voluntary attempts to devise relief failed. Following a remedy hearing, the
district court entered an order appointing a master to oversee the implementation of
injunctive relief that had the goal of changing institutional practices and policies. The court
ordered the University to validate and reform job qualification descriptions, placement,
and compensation; to implement a preference system for currently-employed class
members, advancing them into higher level positions for which they qualify; and to
institute appropriate written guidelines and record-keeping procedures for supervisors and
others who make hiring and promotional decisions. The court, however, refused to award
back or front pay relief, or interim attorneys' fees, as requested by the class.



Employment Practices at the University

Stephen F. Austin State University, located in Nacogdoches, Texas, a town with a
population of approximately thirty thousand, has a student enrollment of approximately
eleven thousand. Personnel are hired by the University in three general categories:
academic faculty, administrative executives, and the classified staff. No complaint is made
of discriminatory employment practices relating to the academic faculty. The plaintiffs'
complaints relate to the University's practices regarding the administrative and the
classified employees. With regard to the latter two categories, the facts as of 1979 show:

There were fewer than 100 employees (two blacks and twenty-one white females) in the
administrative category, which includes the President of the University, all department
heads, and most of the supervisory positions.

The more than 800 classified employees are employed in both salaried and hourly
positions. Within the classified ranks a majority of the hourly employees are black and
female and are assigned to service/maintenance positions, while a majority of salaried
employees are white. Black and female employees each constituted slightly less than one-
half the classified staff in 1979, which included both salaried and hourly. However, blacks
held 77.7% of the hourly non-supervisory positions and 50% of the hourly supervisory
positions, while women held 60.9% of the hourly non-supervisory positions and 53.1% of
the hourly non-supervisory positions and 53.1% of the hourly supervisory positions. In the
salaried non-supervisor area, 13.2% were black employees and 75% were female; for
salaried supervisor slots, blacks constituted 6.8% and women constituted 38.6%. These
percentages had not changed significantly since 1970.

The service/maintenance category--food service, custodial, garbage crew, grounds workers,
and supervisors--which includes over one-half of the classified positions, is predominantly
black (337 of 405 positions in 1979 or 83.2%, decreasing from 87.8% in 1972) and female
(257 of 405 positions in 1979). In 1979, nine of the ten supervisors were white, and eight of
them were male. The clerical categories are composed almost exclusively of women; in
categorizations encompassing nonsupervisory clerks, secretaries and library workers,
women held 156 out of 166 jobs in 1979. The separate job classifications are predominantly
segregated according to race and sex, but became decreasingly so during the 1970's. In
1970, 70 job classifications were all white, 5 all black, and 14 mixed; in 1979, 89 were all
white, 5 all black, and 31 mixed. In 1970, 38 job classifications were all male, 37 all female,
and 14 mixed; in 1979, 52 were all male, 39 all female, and 39 mixed.



This racially and sexually stratified composition of the classified employees in lower paid
positions is alleged to result from institutional employment practices that produce these
disparities and adversely affect blacks and women. The some 800 classified employees are
subject to the Classified Pay Plan, which sets wage rates and salaries generally by job
classification and years of tenure.

The hourly positions have been traditionally concentrated in job classifications involving
low-skilled manual labor, while the salaried positions are filled primarily by white collar
office workers or skilled crafts workers (carpenters, electricians, etc.). Salaried positions are
funded by the state by each separate job classification, and these employees may be
terminated only for cause; all hourly positions are funded in aggregate, and these
employees are terminable at will.

The system of classifications for hourly and salaried employees was a result of the
University's attempts beginning in 1972 to describe and set forth qualifications necessary
for different types of work. Job descriptions were based on questionnaires in which the
person then holding a position described his duties and educational and work experience
qualifications. These descriptions established criteria for initial work assignments as well as
promotions, although movement between classifications is rare.

The Classified Pay Plan, a set of numbered grades and lettered steps to which positions are
tied, was first used in 1978. Before then, wages were set on an individual basis. The
Classified Pay Plan Committee, composed of the University's directors and department
heads (all white), designated the wage rates and assigned job classifications to an
approximate position on the compensation scale. The supervisor who makes the decision to
hire within a department has some discretion in determining on what level of the pay plan
a starting employee will be placed. Appeals may be made to the Committee for changes in
an individual's or a certain job classification's assigned pay grade. Black and female
workers are concentrated at the lowest wage categories.

Applicants for employment and University employees seeking transfers must apply at the
University's central personnel office. Vacancies, with job descriptions and qualifications
listed, are posted at this office, sent to Texas employment agencies, and sometimes
advertised in local and state newspapers. The personnel office holds applications for 60
days, after which time the person must reapply. The personnel office conducts interviews
and at its discretion refers applicants to the supervisors in the various departments who
have sent a job request form to the personnel office. These job requests often contained the
name of the person to be replaced. The supervisor has discretion to choose among those
sent for interviews (although it is unclear whether a group is sent from which a decision



will be made, or the personnel department sends other applicants only as the referrals are
rejected). The University does not provide the supervisors with objective criteria beyond
the job description on which to base their selections. From 1972 to 1977 race indicators for
blacks were used in referrals of applications by the personnel office to departments; in
1978, the personnel office began to keep race data on all applicants, but did not compile
applicant flow data. Intradepartmental promotions are made upon the recommendation of
supervisors; there are no written objective guidelines to assist them in making these
recommendations.

Retirement Program at the University

Until September 1, 1972, all hourly employees at the University were excluded from the
Teachers Retirement System, the University's program for provision of retirement benefits
based on employer and employee contributions. Even those employees who requested
coverage were excluded. The excluded hourly job classifications were filled predominantly
with blacks and women. After Title VII became applicable to the defendant government
employer on March 24, 1972, the University decided to include all employees in the
retirement system. On September 1, 1972, the beginning of a new fiscal year at the
University, all employees were required as a condition of employment to participate in the
Teachers Retirement System.

Previously excluded employees were given the option of paying off the delinquent
contributions that they would have paid during the years of exclusion and then to credit
those years of pre-inclusion service toward the ten-year vesting requirement and the years-
of-service standard that determined the amount of retirement benefits. Eligibility for
retirement benefits depended on the employees' lump sum payment of all the accrued
delinquent years of contribution; the hourly employee hired before inclusion in the
retirement system could not choose to accept reduced benefits or wait ten years for vesting
in lieu of paying the delinquent amount.  

The University also maintains an Optional Retirement Program in which academic and
executive personnel are eligible to participate if they desire. Employees subject to the
Classified Pay Plan may not join the optional program, which has a one-year vesting
requirement.

At the cessation of employment, participants in the Teachers Retirement System are given
an exit interview. The personnel manager conducting the interview follows a check-off form
of information for the participant, who is told that he may withdraw all contributions he
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has made to the retirement fund in a lump sum if he signs a waiver forfeiting all interest in
prospective retirement benefits.Issues on Appeal

We will discuss the contentions of the parties in the following parts of this opinion: I. Class
Certification; II. Channeling; III. Retirement Programs; IV. Terminations; and V. Monetary
Relief.

The defendant University contends that the district court clearly erred in certifying a class
of all black and female past, present, and prospective employees subject to
service/maintenance and clerical categorizations in the pay plan and in permitting this
class to conduct an across-the-board attack against the University's unlawful employment
practices. The University argues that the three named plaintiffs--all former custodial
workers--could not represent class members in the other job categories constituting the
class, particularly the clerical ranks. The named plaintiffs are not adequate representatives
or share claims typical with those of their class as required by Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(a), the
defendant urges, because they were not qualified for initial placement or transfer to
positions other than those to which they were assigned; furthermore, they did not seek,
would not have accepted, and were not eligible for promotions. The University also asserts
that Carpenter and Hunt were terminated for good cause and they thus did not suffer the
claimed injury of racially discriminatory discharge similar to that of the other putative class
members.

In its latest pronouncement concerning Title VII class actions, the Supreme Court holds
that the proposed class representative must satisfy each of the Fed. R. Civ. P. 23
requirements, thereby limiting "the class claims to those fairly encompassed by the named
plaintiffs' claims." General Telephone Company of the Southwest v. Falcon, --- U.S. ----, ---
-, 102 S. Ct. 2364, 2370, 72 L. Ed. 2d 740 (1982). In Falcon, the Court found that the
plaintiff's complaint provided an insufficient basis for the trial court to conclude that
adjudication of his claim of discrimination in promotion would require the decision of
common questions of law or fact regarding hiring and that the plaintiff did not suffer injury
from the employer's alleged unlawful hiring practices. The plaintiff could not represent a
class alleging "across-the-board" discrimination because his individual claim to
discrimination in promotion was not presumptively typical to claims of rejected applicants
to employment. Id. at 2371.

In East Texas Motor Freight Company v. Rodriguez, 431 U.S. 395, 404, 97 S. Ct. 1891, 1896,
52 L. Ed. 2d 453 (1977), the Court emphasized that a class representative "must be part of
the class and 'possess the same interest and suffer the same injury' as the class members."
In East Texas Motor Freight, the Court refused to order class certification after the lower



court denied certification and dismissed all class allegations, because the named plaintiffs
lacked the qualifications to be hired in a superior position and thus did not suffer the injury
of those locked into inferior positions because of race. 431 U.S. at 403-04, 97 S. Ct. at 1897.
The Court noted, however, that "a different case would be presented if the District Court
had certified a class and only later had it appeared that the named plaintiffs were not class
members or were otherwise inappropriate class representatives." Id. at 406 n. 12, 97 S. Ct.
at 1898 n. 12.

In the present case, the district court did not abuse its discretion by initially certifying the
class or by subsequently broadening the class to include clerical employees and all
employees subject to the classified pay plan.

In their initial and amended complaints, Carpenter and Hunt alleged that they had been
channelled into low-paying, sex- and race-stereotyped positions, and subjected to
discriminatory transfer and promotion practices, and that they had been wrongly
terminated because of their sex and race. As a retiree, the plaintiff Williams alleged
discrimination against hourly employees due to their prior exclusion from the retirement
fund. Both Carpenter and Hunt alleged that the University acted unlawfully in failing to
hire or rehire them into higher-paying clerical positions.  

The defendant University strongly argues that hourly employees were nevertheless not
proper class representatives of the salaried clerical workers (allegedly composed
predominantly of women similarly channelled into these positions, lower paid than those
into which white males were channelled). We agree, however, with the district court's
earlier determination that East Texas Motor Freight does not necessarily require a
"congruence" that a named plaintiff possess the employment qualifications of all purported
class members. The crucial inquiry is whether adjudication of the class representatives'
claims of channeling into the lower-paying service/maintenance positions involves issues
of law or fact common to those of women employees channelled into lower-paying clerical
jobs.

In Falcon, the Supreme Court stressed that allegations of similar discriminatory
employment practices, such as a biased testing procedure to evaluate incumbent employees
and applicants, or use of entirely subjective personnel processes that operated to
discriminate, would satisfy the commonality and typicality requirements of Rule 23(a). ---
U.S. at ---- n. 15, 102 S. Ct. at 2371 n. 15. The plaintiff custodial workers here, who claimed
to have been injured by past discrimination in their assignment, pay, promotion and
termination, attack specifically the subjective job placement, qualification, and
compensation practices of the defendant that similarly apply to and affect clerical workers.
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The statistical proof of channeling in both the service/maintenance and clerical job
positions and the anecdotal testimony of female clerical employees presented at trial set
forth common issues of law and fact with respect to the University's subjective job
assignment procedures that resulted in placement of women, as well as blacks, according to
stereotyped views of job qualifications. Thus, unlike the disapproved class representatives
in Falcon East Texas Motor Freight, the named plaintiffs here satisfied the Rule 23
commonality and typicality requirements and provide adequate representation of the
putative class concerning allegations of the discriminatory effects of channeling in the
initial job assignment, transfer, and promotion practices, and concerning the
discriminatory impact of the retirement system.

Because we affirm the district court finding that there was discrimination in terminations
(see Part IV below), we need not consider Carpenter and Hunt's individual standing to
complain of discriminatory termination.

At this stage of the proceedings--where the class claim has been determined on the merits
after the class was properly certified--the appropriate remedy is not decertification on
appeal. The district court may reevaluate the class and the adequacy of representation in
light of evidence adduced at trial. See Guerine v. J & W Investment Company, 544 F.2d
863, 864 (5th Cir. 1977). See generally C. Wright & A. Miller, Federal Practice and
Procedure Sec. 1785, at 137 (1972). However, if after the class has been certified and its
claims heard and the representatives are found to be inadequate for some reason during
the course of the class claims or during a bifurcated hearing with respect to individual
claims, the appropriate step is appointment of new representatives from the existing class,
not decertification. See Satterwhite v. City of Greenville, 634 F.2d 231 (5th Cir. 1980) (en
banc).

The district court found that the University had violated Title VII by "channeling" blacks
and women into low-level jobs, as a result of "employment practices which discourage entry
of protected groups into mid-level and high-level jobs and encourage a failure to move the
groups up from a low-level entry." The court concluded that the employer had created a
racially stratified and sexually stereotyped work force in which blacks are primarily
employed as janitors, cooks, and groundskeepers and women hold most of the clerical
positions. Overutilization of the protected groups in initial job assignments to the lower
echelons, aggregate pay comparisons in which blacks and women earned far less than white
males, and the continued stratification of the workforce over a nine-year period (indicating
lack of opportunities for promotion) led the court to assume that the University had
discriminated in its initial placement of blacks and women.



The district court attributed the existence of the channeling cause of action to "the isolation
of certain employment practices that disparately impact on protected groups." According to
the court, three practices individually and collectively violated Title VII: educational
qualifications for job assignment and promotion that were not proved to be related to job
performance; systematic lower compensation of the class by rates set in the Classified Pay
Plan; and the University's subjectivity in initially assigning and promoting employees and
placing them on the compensation scale. These practices resulted in overrepresentation of
blacks and women in the lower echelons of the employment force, and in stereotyped
positions (women as secretaries, blacks as custodians); however, the district court found
that, despite segregation of blacks and women within certain job classifications, there was
no underutilization of these protected groups in the higher employment levels.  

The district court found that the job descriptions incorporated the attributes and
qualifications of the persons then holding the position at the time the job descriptions were
formulated in 1972, instead of criteria actually related to job performance. For instance, the
educational requirements set forth in the job descriptions (in particular, the high school
requirement) represented "qualifications" that were much more predominantly possessed
by white rather than black employees, while in the district court's determination, moreover,
the University did not offer any evidence to sustain its burden of proof that these
educational qualifications were job related. That is, the largely predominating incumbent
white employees possessed these educational characteristics in 1972 when the job
descriptions were formulated--the white employees predominating because of the prior
channeling of initial assignments of employees that resulted in minimal or no black
representation in the particular higher-paid, classifications in question. The 1972 job-
description elevation of these educational characteristics of the incumbent whites into a
requirement (not shown to be job-related) for employment in that classification
subsequently disparately barred blacks from employment in these higher-paid
classifications.

With respect to the University's pay plan, the district court determined that blacks and
women are disproportionately distributed in the lowest wage categories (reflecting the fact
that they hold the lower level positions), although within individual job classifications no
discernible difference in compensation is shown as between the blacks and whites or the
males and females. The court also found that, in general, the Classified Pay Plan
Committee's placement of jobs on the pay scale was subjective, without any meaningful
correlation made to the wages paid for similar jobs, that there are no objective standards
which prescribe an employee's entry level on the plan, and that the Classified Pay Plan
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Committee granted a disproportionate number of requested pay grade changes to white
males.

Finally, in the court's view, the subjective discretion given to University administrators and
supervisors, primarily white males, in implementing and enforcing personnel practices, in
combination with the lack of objective criteria for job placement and pay, effected and froze
the discriminatory stratification of the workforce. In addition to the subjectivity built into
the job classifications and operation of the Classified Pay Plan, the district court
emphasized that application procedures whereby the personnel office classified and
referred applicants permitted racial considerations to motivate employment decisions.
Furthermore, individual supervisors, mainly white males, had discretion to promote
without reference to any objective guidelines. In support of its conclusions, the district
court also relied on the shown absence of mobility between salaried and non-salaried
classifications, as well as between supervisory and non-supervisory ranks.

The district court's injunctive remedy sought to change the institutional barriers that
channelled blacks and women into these low-level positions with no opportunity for
advancement. It appointed a special master to structure the necessary relief, at University
expense, by achieving four goals: (1) validation and reform of the existing job
classifications, so that prescribed qualifications would be job-related; (2) replacement of
the University's present classified employee's pay plan with a compensation system based
on objective, job-related criteria both for compensating similar work at similar rates of pay
and also for the initial assignment of employees within the scheme; (3) development of a
preference system for currently employed class members (those concentrated in
service/maintenance and clerical jobs) to be first in line for promotions or transfers to
higher level classification or to new positions for which they are qualified under the new
system of job classification; and (4) institution of appropriate written, objective guidelines
for supervisors and other University employees who make hiring and promotion decisions,
and a record-keeping requirement for personnel decisions relating to the protected class in
order to monitor University compliance and the effectiveness of the remedy.

B. Analysis: Disparate Impact or Disparate Treatment?

A Title VII class action may proceed under the theory of disparate treatment or of disparate
impact.   Either theory may be applicable to the same set of facts. Wheeler v. City of
Columbus, 686 F.2d 1144, 1150 (5th Cir. 1982). Generally, the class must prove in a
disparate treatment case the employer's "pattern and practice" of race or sex
discrimination, see, e.g., International Brotherhood of Teamsters v. United States, 431 U.S.
324, 335 n. 15, 97 S. Ct. 1843, 1854 n. 15, 52 L. Ed. 2d 396 (1977), and establish
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discriminatory motivation or intent by direct or circumstantial evidence. Id. Under the
disparate impact theory, the plaintiff class must set forth discrete, facially neutral practices
that have a more severe impact on the protected group than on the unprotected group. See,
e.g., Griggs v. Duke Power Company, 401 U.S. 424, 431-33, 91 S. Ct. 849, 854, 28 L. Ed. 2d
158 (1971) (high school diploma requirement); Dothard v. Rawlinson, 433 U.S. 321, 329-
30, 97 S. Ct. 2720, 2727, 53 L. Ed. 2d 786 (1977) (height and weight requirements). The
plaintiff is not required to prove the employer's discriminatory intent in a disparate impact
case.

The trial court analyzed the evidence in this case under the disparate impact model. It
found that three employment practices had adverse impact on the class and individually
and collectively violated Title VII. The first allegedly unlawful employment practice, the
development of employment and promotion qualifications that incorporated educational
requirements which predominated in whites (high school diploma or equivalency), without
any showing of job relatedness, is appropriately assessed under the disparate impact
theory. See Griggs, supra, 701 U.S. at 432-33, 91 S. Ct. at 854. Were this a case of first
impression in this court, we would likewise have concluded that the other channeling
practices likewise fell clearly under the disparate impact model, under the literal terms of
section 703(a) of Title VII, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a) (2), since they "limit, segregate, or
classify" employees in a manner that "would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of
employment opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee" because
of race or sex. See note 7 supra.

Nevertheless, subsequent to the district court's decision and the lodging of this appeal, a
decision of this court, Pouncy v. Prudential Insurance Company, 668 F.2d 795 (5th Cir.
1982), to be discussed below, now requires that the discriminatory treatment model,
requiring proof of discriminatory intent, be applied in determining whether the obviously
disparate effects of the other two channeling practices--the systematic assignment of lower
compensated employment to blacks and women in the Classified Pay Plan, and the use of
subjectivity in implementation of job qualifications for initial job assignment and
promotion and the placement of employees on the compensation scale--nevertheless
reflected race and gender discrimination prohibited by Title VII.

In Pouncy, we held the disparate impact model of proof is not to be used to challenge
multiple employment practices simultaneously, and is not "the appropriate vehicle from
which to launch a wide ranging attack on the cumulative effect of a company's employment
practices. Nor may just any employment practice be challenged under this model simply
because an uneven racial balance exists in an employer's work force." Pouncy v. Prudential



Insurance Company, 668 F.2d 795, 800 (5th Cir. 1982). See also Pegues v. Mississippi State
Employment Service, 699 F.2d 760 (5th Cir. 1983). According to Pouncy, a subjective
classification practice that depends on the employer's discretionary decisions is not
included within the category of facially neutral procedures--such as the high school
educational requirement in this case--whose discriminatory impact may be isolated and
thus specifically shown to have a causal connection to a class-based imbalance in the work
force so as to require no further proof of discriminatory motivation or intent.   In Pouncy,
the court determined that employment practices (similar to those complained of in the
present case)--the failure to post job openings, use of a level system, and evaluations of
employees with subjective criteria--that resulted in the overrepresentation of the protected
group in the lower levels of the work force, did not constitute "proof of a causal connection"
under the disparate impact model sufficient to establish employment discrimination
prohibited by Title VII. 668 F.2d at 801.

The difficulty we face with regard to the district court's findings as to the discriminatory
Title VII violations through the latter two channeling practices is that, measuring Title VII
violation under the disparate impact model, it made no express findings as to
discriminatory intent motivating them. Since under Pouncy the Title VII discrimination
must be measured under the disparatetreatment model, " [p]roof of discriminatory motive
is critical", although, however, "in some situations it can be inferred from the mere fact of
differences in treatment." Teamsters, 431 U.S. at 333 n. 15, 97 S. Ct. at 1854 n. 15.

From the record before us, discriminatory intent might be inferred from the gross race and
gender stratification disparities that resulted from entrustment of assignment and
promotion determinations to the purely subjective decision of the University's white
supervisors who made such determinations on behalf of the University. However, for
reasons to be stated, we cannot find that the district court even by implication made a
finding of discriminatory intent--perhaps solely because, under its view of the decisional
law then in effect, it was unnecessary for it to do so. Since discriminatory intent is a factual
finding even though made by inference, see Pullman-Standard v. Swint, 456 U.S. 273, 102
S. Ct. 1781, 72 L. Ed. 2d 66 (1982),   we believe that it should in this case be made in the
first instance by the trial court, subject to review under the clearly erroneous standard, id.,
rather than made independently by the appellate court on review, id. Much as we may
regret to prolong this litigation by doing so, we ultimately conclude that we should remand
to the district court for a finding as to the requisite discriminatory intent to cause the latter
two channeling practices to constitute violations of Title VII.
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In summary, we conclude that, in determining whether there is Title VII liability for a
discriminatory employment practice, we will review the district court's finding with respect
to the defendant University's educational requirements under the disparate impact theory,
but we must review under the disparate treatment model the sufficiency of the other
statistical and anecdotal evidence that supports the findings of discriminatory channeling
to lesser employment opportunities. The plaintiff class argues, we must note, that its proof
supports findings of Title VII employment discrimination under either discriminatory
impact or discriminatory treatment.

Although we ultimately conclude that the discriminatory treatment standard, requiring
proof of discriminatory intent, is not met with respect to the channeling practices other
than that pertaining to non-job-related educational requirements--and therefore remand is
required for finding as to discriminatory intent as to them--we will review all channeling
issues argued on appeal, in an effort to provide guidance to the district court on remand
and, possibly, to avoid yet a further appeal as to those issues.

C. Disparate Impact of the Educational Requirements

The plaintiff class attacked at trial the high school educational requirements for many of
the jobs at the University because of their disparate impact on blacks in the work force. To
establish a prima facie case of discrimination, the plaintiff need only show that the facially
neutral employment standards operate more harshly on one group than another. See
Dothard v. Rawlinson, supra, 433 U.S. at 329, 97 S. Ct. at 2726-27; Wheeler v. City of
Columbus, supra, 686 F.2d at 1150. The burden then shifts to the employer to show that the
specific requirement has "a manifest relationship to the employment in question," Griggs v.
Duke Power Co., supra, 433 U.S. at 432, 91 S. Ct. at 854, for if "an employment practice
which operates to exclude [the protected class] cannot be shown to be related to job
performance, the practice is prohibited." Id. Besides providing evidence of the business
necessity of the qualification, thereby validating it for purposes of the disparate impact
theory, the employer may also attack the plaintiff's case by showing "the total
unacceptability of the plaintiff's statistical proof." Johnson v. Uncle Ben's Inc., 628 F.2d
419, 424 (5th Cir. 1980), vacated on other grounds, 451 U.S. 902, 101 S. Ct. 1967, 68 L. Ed.
2d 290 (1981).

The district court based its conclusion that the educational requirement violated Title VII
on its findings that, in the relevant market, more whites graduate from high school than do
blacks, and more whites and males are college graduates than are blacks and women; the
job qualifications were prescribed solely by describing the educational status of the current
holder of the position at the time the job descriptions were formulated (and when the



higher paid and more favorable positions were almost exclusively held by white males); and
the University produced no evidence showing the job relatedness or business necessity of
the educational requirement.

At trial, the plaintiff class presented data showing that 47% of whites and 24.8% of the
blacks over the age of 25 in the population of the county surrounding the University have
high school degrees. In Griggs, a diploma requirement was found to have disparate impact
because 34% of the white males in the state had completed high school, while only 12% of
black males had graduated. 401 U.S. at 430 n. 6, 91 S. Ct. at 853 n. 6. See also Johnson v.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, 491 F.2d 1364, 1371 (5th Cir. 1974) (high school
requirement enjoined where 25.3% of black and 45.8% of white population of city area had
diplomas). The racial composition of classified positions requiring a high school diploma is
primarily white--in 1979, 258 whites and 54 blacks held these positions (in 1972, 204
whites and 13 blacks). The showings that over a third of the classified positions have an
educational requirement and that over 80% of the jobs requiring high school diplomas
were held by whites, also exhibit the harshly disproportionate impact of the requirement on
blacks.

The University argues that the plaintiff's data did not support a prima facie case of adverse
impact, that no "otherwise qualified" employee was denied employment in or promotion to
a certain position because of a degree requirement, and that the education and experience
requirements were "validated" by the personnel office. As we have stated, the plaintiffs
clearly showed the disparate impact of the educational qualifications. Indeed, the
significant disparity shows in itself that "otherwise qualified" black employees may have
been excluded; it is the defendant's burden to show that the requirements are necessary to
job performance. The defendant maintains that adverse impact of the requirement is not
present because there is no underrepresentation of the protected group; however, in
Connecticut v. Teal, --- U.S. ----, ----, 102 S. Ct. 2525, 2533, 73 L. Ed. 2d 130 (1982), the
Supreme Court held that "bottom line" adequate minority representation did not validate
selection requirements that disproportionately excluded individual members of the class.

The University did not present any specific evidence of the job relatedness of the
educational requirement--that it bears "a demonstrable relationship to successful
performance of the jobs for which it was used," Griggs, 401 U.S. at 431, 91 S. Ct. at 853--
except to assert that a supervisory employee benefits from formal education. According to
the University's business manager, the University had never attempted to validate its
educational requirement in accordance with Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
regulations, see 29 C.F.R. Sec. 1607 et seq. (1978), which, in Johnson, supra, compelled the



court's conclusion that the requirement was invalid. 491 F.2d at 1371. The defendant's
additional assertion that some of the positions would permit a high school diploma or its
equivalent in experience does not rebut the plaintiffs' showing, because again the
University presented no data as to number of such positions or the number of employees
for whom the formal degree requirement was waived.

We thus find that the district court was not clearly erroneous in determining that the
plaintiff class established a prima facie case of the adverse impact of the educational
requirement that the defendant did not rebut. Nor did the court abuse its discretion in
fashioning relief to require the University to validate the job qualifications and provide
preferential treatment to those employees who had wrongfully been denied more advanced
job assignments.

D. Disparate Treatment and the Channeling Claim

We review the remaining allegedly unlawful employment practices of the defendants under
the disparate treatment theory, which requires proof of the employer's discriminatory
intent. The plaintiffs must demonstrate more than "the mere occurrence of isolated or
'accidental' or sporadic discriminatory acts." Teamsters, supra, 431 U.S. at 336, 97 S. Ct. at
1855. The Title VII violation is founded on a "pattern or practice" of discrimination, and the
plaintiffs must establish "by a preponderance of the evidence that racial discrimination was
[the employer's] standard operating procedure--the regular rather than the unusual
practice." Id., 431 U.S. at 436-37, 97 S. Ct. at 1854-55.

In some cases, statistical proof of a substantial or "gross" disparity in treatment of
protected and unprotected groups may make out the plaintiffs' prima facie case and justify
the inference of discriminatory animus. Hazelwood School District v. United States, 433
U.S. 299, 307-08, 97 S. Ct. 2736, 2741, 53 L. Ed. 2d 768 (1977); Payne v. Travenol
Laboratories, Inc., 673 F.2d 798, 817 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, --- U.S. ----, 103 S. Ct. 451-52,
74 L. Ed. 2d 605 (1982). If the statistical disparity is deficient, the class may "buttress" its
case with evidence of "a history of discrimination practiced by the employer, individual
instances of discrimination, and opportunities to discriminate that exist in the employer's
decision-making processes." Payne, supra, 673 F.2d at 817.

The defendant employer may rebut the plaintiffs' prima facie case by either discrediting the
statistical evidence as being "inaccurate or insignificant" or by advancing a non-
discriminatory rationale for the presumptively discriminatory treatment of the employee.
See, e.g. Teamsters, supra, 431 U.S. at 360 n. 46, 97 S. Ct. at 1867 n. 46; Wheeler, supra,
686 F.2d at 1152; Pegues, supra, 699 F.2d at 766.



In the present case, the defendant does not defend the specific job practices (except job
qualifications, discussed above) on which the district court focused; rather, it asserts that
there can be no Title VII violation where there is over-representation of protected groups in
the lower employment echelons, so long as these groups are not underutilized in the higher
levels. On the other hand, the plaintiff class on appeal attacks the specific employment
practices that discriminatorily isolate and concentrate the class in these lower levels with
little opportunity for advancement.

The University bases its arguments on the qualified labor force comparisons about which
both parties testified at trial, as summarized by the district court. The University utilized
the standard Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) broad job occupational qualifications
that describe availability for six standard occupational and professional job classifications:
(1) executive, administrative, and managerial; (2) other professionals not within EEO(1);
(3) technical and para-professional skilled employees; (4) secretarial and clerical; (5)
skilled crafts workers; and (6) service and maintenance personnel. It then compared the
representation of currently-employed blacks and women at the University in these
categories, to the availability of blacks and women qualified for employment in these
categories in Angelina and Nacogdoches counties in Texas, the relevant geographical labor
market. The county-wide availability data was based on United States census data gathered
and reported in the 1970 census.

Overall, according to the 1970 census, 18.77% of the population and 18.14% of the entire
labor force was black in these counties. Women constituted 51.51% of the population but
only 36.54% of the labor force. The EEO data from the counties showed low availability of
qualified blacks and women in the upper categories (e.g., in EEO(1), supra, only 3.33%
blacks were available for or employed in executive, administrative and managerial
positions), and high availability in the relatively low-skill categories (e.g., in EEO(4),
secretarial/clerical, 3.02% available or employed persons were black and 72.12% were
women; in EEO(6), service/maintenance, 34.01% black and 67.2% women).

The district court compared these availability figures within the counties in 1970 to the
similarly-categorized workforce at the University and determined the actual and expected
(the EEO census percentage in each category times the total University workforce)
percentages of blacks and women employees hired into these categories in the years 1972-
79. It concluded that the data did not reveal any "consistent failure to have black persons in
the upper job categories"; nor was there observed underutilization of blacks or women in
any of the EEO groups.



The district court noted, however, consistent overutilization of blacks and women in certain
broad EEO categories. Blacks were overrepresented in hiring in the EEO(6)
service/maintenance and the EEO(2) professional, non-executive categories. Women were
overrepresented in hiring in the EEO(4) secretarial/clerical category and slightly
overrepresented in EEO(1) executive-administrative and EEO(5) skilled-crafts hires in a
couple of the years, as well as slightly underutilized in the EEO(3) technical-skilled and
EEO(6) service-maintenance categories.

The statistical significance of overrepresentation of blacks and women in certain of these
EEO categories was evaluated by the court. The court looked at the standard deviation
between actual and expected hires. Standard deviation analysis is a quantification (a
binomial distribution) applied to statistical disparities to eliminate chance as a likely
explanation for the revealed difference between an expected outcome and the observed
outcome (e.g., here, the overrepresentation of blacks and women in certain job categories,
as compared to their representation in the overall geographical availability pool). See, e.g.,
Castaneda v. Partida, 430 U.S. 482, 496, 97 S. Ct. 1272, 1281, 51 L. Ed. 2d 498 (1977);
Pegues v. Mississippi State Employment Service, supra, 699 F.2d at 768-769 n. 9. See
generally D. Baldus & J. Cole, Statistical Proof of Discrimination Sec. 9.03, at 293-96 (1980
& Supp.1982). As the number of standard deviations increases, the probability decreases
that mere chance has caused the difference between the expected and observed outcome.
See id. Generally, a difference of 2 or 3 standard deviations supports the inference that
unlawful discrimination was a reason for the discrepancy. See Castaneda, supra, 430 U.S.
at 496 n. 17, 97 S. Ct. at 1281 n. 17; Pegues, supra, 699 F.2d at 768-69, & n. 9.

Here, the district court found that the standard deviation for hiring blacks to
service/maintenance positions for the years 1972 to 1979 always exceeded 2, and more
frequently approximated 6. The court did not state the standard deviation for placement of
women hires in secretarial/clerical posts (although the trial exhibits on which the court
adduced this data--while showing overrepresentation--set forth a standard deviation of less
than 2).

Stratification through overrepresentation of protected groups in the lower positions of the
workforce has routinely been held actionable under Title VII, if resulting in decreased
employment opportunities. See, e.g., Johnson v. Uncle Ben's, Inc., 628 F.2d 419, 423 (5th
Cir. 1980); Fisher v. Procter & Gamble Manufacturing Company, 613 F.2d 527, 543-44 (5th
Cir. 1980); James v. Stockham Valves & Fittings Company, 559 F.2d 310, 328 (5th Cir.
1977), cert. denied, 434 U.S. 1034, 98 S. Ct. 767, 54 L. Ed. 2d 781 (1978); Pettway v.



American Cast Iron Pipe Company, 494 F.2d 211, 226 (5th Cir. 1974), cert. denied, 439 U.S.
1115, 99 S. Ct. 1020, 59 L. Ed. 2d 74 (1979).

The defendant maintains that these cases have also involved underrepresentation in the
upper levels of the same groups that were overrepresented in the lower levels. The
University makes the facially sensible argument that it is guilty merely of providing extra
job opportunities to blacks and women.

What the University's argument overlooks is that, as found by the district court, the specific
employment practices that channelled women and blacks into stereotyped lower-level
classifications likewise deprived them of the opportunity to be employed or to be promoted
to the higher level positions, regardless of their job-related qualifications for the higher
level position. Title VII forbids an employer to "limit, segregate, or classify" employees "in
any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual employment opportunities
or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee" because of race or sex. Section
703(a) (2), 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a) (2).

In this case, the University's placement and promotion practices are similar to the
employer's personnel policies in James, supra, 559 F.2d at 310, where Title VII liability was
found in the imbalance of black concentration in lower skill and pay levels. In James the
plaintiff class made a prima facie showing of discrimination based on "a definite pattern of
intentioned racial staffing ... revealed by statistical evidence in the disparities in black and
white representation in seniority departments, on the relatively few integrated jobs in 1973,
on the concentration of blacks in the lower job classes, and on the wage disparities between
black and white." 559 F.2d at 328. Thus, on the statistical level, the segregation of job
classifications (which is the case here), with blacks being assigned to lower-paying
positions, bolstered the finding of discrimination in assignment of blacks to these positions.
In addition, the James court considered persuasive the imbalance between the high
percentage of black workers in the low skill maintenance department and the totality of
white supervisors in that department. 559 F.2d at 345.

Personnel policies in James were tainted by the subjectivity of employment decisions for
initial assignment and promotion. As in the present case, a central personnel office
screened applications and made referrals. The educational and experience qualifications for
certain positions were not validated or were waived for some white applicants, as is the case
here. The supervisors had discretion to select employees without the benefit of formal
guidelines; promotion and appointment of the supervisory staff similarly depended upon
discretionary determinations by white supervisors and administrators, providing a " 'ready
mechanism' for discrimination.' " 559 F.2d at 349. See also Payne, supra, 673 F.2d at 815;



Fisher v. Procter & Gamble Mfg. Co. supra, 613 F.2d at 549; Rowe v. General Motors
Corporation, 457 F.2d 348, 356 (5th Cir. 1972).

The evidence in the present case that the personnel office noted race on referral
applications, and the testimony of class members regarding the higher level jobs for which
they applied, as compared to those lower-level positions to which alone (despite any
qualifications for the high level employment) they were referred and in which they were
ultimately placed, indicates to us that the lack of objective criteria in the system encouraged
a pattern and practice of discriminatory employee assignments stereotyping black and
female applicants for consideration only for the stratified lower level positions
predominantly filled by members of their race or gender.

The University's Classified Pay Plan seems also to be marred by discretionary decisions on
job ranking (level of pay, primarily) as determined by the all white, predominantly male,
committee administering the plan. Moreover, the system of subjective initial placement of a
new employee on the pay scale and the evidence that white males were most often granted
appeals of their pay grade, provides the explanation for instances of discrimination,
especially in light of the stratified workforce. Although no problem is shown with regard to
discriminatory compensation within job classifications, nevertheless the placement of the
primarily race and sex segregated classifications on the lower end of the pay scale was not
made with regard to any articulated standards. We do not, however, rely primarily on the
district court's determination that on the whole, blacks and women received significantly
less compensation than white males, for this data made no comparison of employee pay
based on the level of skill, education and training, see Pouncy supra, 668 F.2d at 802. We
do find, however, that the district court acted within its discretion in fashioning injunctive
relief requiring the employer to modify its subjective practices and with regard to a pay
plan upon compensating similar work at similar rates of pay in accordance with objective
criteria--to replace the purely subjective characterizations that resulted in disparate effect
upon the classifications in which the protected groups predominate because of the
University's channeling practices.

The district court's findings regarding the University's promotion practices are unclear. The
evidence adduced at trial is that there is little mobility within the job ranks or
classifications, so that employees generally stay in their initial assignment into the
workforce, and that educational requirements for certain job classifications (presumably,
the higher levels into which employees would desire promotion) has a disparate impact on
class members.



The plaintiff class did not present statistical evidence of the required comparison to a
qualified pool of employees presumptively eligible for promotion. See Pouncy, supra, 668
F.2d at 803; cf., Wilkins v. University of Houston, 654 F.2d 388, 401 modified on other
grounds, 662 F.2d 1156 (5th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, --- U.S. ----, 103 S. Ct. 51, 52, 74 L. Ed.
2d 57 (1982). Since the plaintiffs did not present evidence that the University obtains its
higher-level employees from promotions within the workforce, we cannot use the
disproportionately black and white-composed lower level job classifications as the qualified
labor pool to determine if promotion discrimination exists. Payne, supra, 673 F.2d at 825;
see, e.g., Johnson, supra, 628 F.2d at 423; Fisher, supra, 613 F.2d at 542.

Nevertheless, despite the EEO comparisons upon which the district court based its
conclusion of no underutilization of blacks or women in higher job categories, a marked
absence of blacks and women in the University-designated higher executive levels indicates
a lack of promotion opportunities for those in the "dead end" jobs in the lower echelon
race- and sex-segregated classifications. The absence of mobility, caused by subjective
promotional standards and adversely-impacting nonemployment-related job qualifications,
exacerbates the injury inflicted by the discriminatory channeling that results from the
subjective initial job assignments. We therefore do not disturb the district court's
characterization of the practice of channeling, and find no abuse of its discretion in
fashioning an injunctive remedy that requires, inter alia, adaptation of the University's
promotion policies to address the adverse effects of the channeling practices.

III. Discrimination in the Retirement Programs

The plaintiffs allege that the structure and implementation of the University's retirement
programs violate Title VII and the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses of the
fourteenth amendment to the Constitution. They contend that the pre-Title VII exclusion of
hourly employees was applied in a discriminatory manner because at least one hourly white
employee was included at that time and that white employees' positions were reclassified as
salaried (in particular, white supervisors were made salaried, while black supervisors
remained hourly employees) in order to bring about the preferential coverage of whites.
They protest the exclusion of hourly employees from March, 1972 (the date the University
became subject to Title VII) to September, 1972 (the date coverage began).

The plaintiffs argue that current operation of the University's retirement plan constitutes a
"continuing violation" of Title VII because the pre-Title VII exclusion of hourly employees--
predominantly blacks and women--has resulted in retirement plan procedures that have an
adverse impact against them in comparison to those always included in plan coverage or
those hired after Title VII. The retirement plan's regulations which require the previously



excluded employee to deposit all delinquent contributions for the years of exclusion before
he may become eligible for any benefits cause a hardship that has an adverse impact on
protected class members, the plaintiffs argue, for in the two months following plan
coverage of hourly employees, all but 6% of those joining the Teachers Retirement System
(presumably, in most part, those who were previously excluded) were black or female.

The plaintiffs urge also that post-Title VII facially neutral aspects of the University's
retirement practices have an unlawful disparate impact on blacks and women. Since the
executive and faculty levels of the University are covered by the Optional Retirement
Program--and these groups predominantly are composed of white males,--blacks and
women are disproportionately excluded from this more attractive benefit plan. The
procedure whereby the exiting employee may recover all contributions to the fund in
exchange for executing a waiver of potential retirement benefits has a similarly disparate
impact, the class contends, for between 1972 and 1979, 75% of black hourly and 50% of the
white female hourly employees signed the waiver, while only 25% of the white male hourly
and 27% of the white male salaried employees (there were no black salaried retirees)
executed the waiver. Members of the class testified at trial that during their termination
interviews they received no explanation of the potential detrimental effects of signing the
waiver of future benefits; the plaintiffs contend that this failure to advise constitutes
deprivation of property without due process in violation of the fourteenth amendment.

In rejecting these contentions, the district court found the University's operation of its
retirement program to be free of discriminatory intent, and that it did not violate Title VII
(the court did not expressly discuss the plaintiffs' fourteenth amendment equal protection
or due process claims). It found that any disparate impact of the Teachers Retirement
System's eligibility requirements or operation to be "immunized" by section 703(h), 42
U.S.C. § 2000e-2(h), which allows an employer to apply different standards of
compensation or different terms, conditions, or privileges of employment "pursuant to a
bona fide seniority or merit system, or a system which measures earnings by quantity or
quality of production or to employees who work in different locations, provided that such
differences are not the result of an intention to discriminate." Differences in application of
the retirement system, a form of employment compensation, see City of Los Angeles v.
Manhart, 435 U.S. 702, 712 n. 23, 98 S. Ct. 1370, 1371 n. 23, 55 L. Ed. 2d 657 (1978),
pursuant to a bona fide seniority or merit system, would thus require a showing of
discriminatory intent, rather than merely disparate impact on the protected class, to be
deemed to constitute an unlawful employment practice.



The district court determined that the retirement plan was not a result of discriminatory
intent and that the pre-Title VII decision to exclude hourly employees was "bona fide" in
accordance with section 703(h), supra, because the defendant had determined at the time
that these lower-paid employees would not want deductions made from their wages and
because high turnover and the seasonal nature of some of the jobs made accounting of
retirement contributions and refunds upon separation difficult and expensive to
administer. The district court concluded that the initial decision to exclude hourly
employees was neutral in its effect and excluded all hourly employees irrespective of race or
gender.

The court also found that the University's Optional Retirement Program and the waiver of
benefits procedure were facets of a fringe benefit system not subject to a disparate impact
violation theory; in the alternative, the court determined that the Optional Retirement
Program is bona fide due to its race and sex-neutral genesis and that the exit waiver has
under section 703(h), supra, a neutral impact on protected and nonprotected groups; and
both practices are justified by business necessity. The five month lag after the University
became subject to Title VII, during which hourly employees remained without coverage,
was also deemed by the court to be a result of business necessity.

In our review of the district court findings, we first note two preliminary considerations:

(1) Section 703(h), 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(h), supra, does not, in the absence of "an intention
to discriminate", under its terms exclude from Title VII employment practices (here,
allegedly, the pension plans) unless the different treatment results from a "bona fide
seniority system", or from "a system which measures earnings by quantity or quality of
production or to employees who work in different locations". For present purposes, the
exclusion thus does not affect the retirement system for which hourly employees are
eligible, since the alleged disparity in treatment between hourly employees hired pre-Title
VII and other employees (post-Title VII hourly hires and all salaried employees) is not
based on the statutory criteria above set forth.  

(2) The Supreme Court has suggested, although it has not so held, that "disparate impact"
may never apply so as to implicate Title VII liability for differences resulting from facially
neutral fringe benefit plans, see Manhart, supra, 435 U.S. at 710 n. 20, 98 S. Ct. at 1376-77
n. 20; Nashville Gas Company v. Satty, 434 U.S. 136, 144-46, 98 S. Ct. 347, 352-53, 54 L.
Ed. 2d 356 (1977); if so, the plaintiffs' Title VII retirement claims must fall, for similarly the
differences in pension benefits were not the result of disparate treatment under the district
court's non-clearly-erroneous findings of the lack of prohibited discriminatory intent.
Likewise, the plaintiffs' fourteenth amendment equal protection claim would fall, since it
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also requires a showing of discriminatory intent. See Arlington Heights v. Metropolitan
Housing Development Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 265, 97 S. Ct. 555, 563, 50 L. Ed. 2d 450 (1977).
The facially neutral policies and practices, although perhaps harsh in impact against hourly
employees and those terminated employees deciding whether to execute the waiver,
imposed the same burden on all hourly and terminated employees, and clearly have a
business purpose unrelated to race or sex animus.

Under the evidence presented, we find that the district court's determination that operation
of the retirement system was free of discriminatory intent is not clearly erroneous. No Title
VII liability can thus inhere because of disparate treatment of the employees hired pre-Title
VII. While as noted the Supreme Court has cast doubt that disparities in the fringe benefit
retirement plans are actionable under Title VII because of disparate impact, it has not so
decided. In the absence of such definitive determination, therefore, we have additionally
reviewed the issue of whether the disparate impact of the University's plan on pre-Title VII
employees is actionable under Title VII. Having done so, we determine that the plaintiffs
have shown no Title VII claim arising out of the claimed disparity in retirement practices
and benefits, for reasons now set forth.

With respect to the effects of post-Title VII inclusion of hourly employees to the retirement
system the question before us is whether the effects of the pre-Title VII choice of the
defendant employer to exclude a group of employees who had, as we now know, been
impermissibly channelled into those positions, may be actionable as a "continuing
violation" of Title VII. The eligibility requirements for pre-Title VII hirees who must now
pay in delinquent contributions do not impermissibly perpetuate effects of pre-Act
discrimination, because, as the district court found, the pre-Title VII exclusion of hourly
employees from the retirement systems was based on legitimate business considerations
and not discriminatory intent to exclude blacks and women. See United Air Lines v. Evans,
431 U.S. 553, 556-57, 97 S. Ct. 1885, 1888-89, 52 L. Ed. 2d 571 (1977).

With respect to the alleged post-Title VII continuing impact upon the predominantly black
and female hourly employees hired pre-Title VII, see Franks v. Bowman Transportation
Company, 424 U.S. 747, 96 S. Ct. 1251, 47 L. Ed. 2d 444 (1976), we observe that the
disparate effect with regard to the retirement system is not the result of discriminatory
eligibility criteria. It is rather a claim that the pre-Title VII discriminatory channeling of
blacks and women into hourly employment had the effect, subsequent to the enactment of
Title VII, of according them conditions for entry into the retirement system that were less
favorable than salaried employees and, allegedly, than hourly employees hired after Title
VII's enactment.



The less favorable conditions center on the requirement that hourly employees hired pre-
Title VII must deposit lump-sum contributions for those periods of past service for which
they were ineligible, or else not be eligible for benefits upon retirement. Upon doing so,
they are eligible for retirement vesting and benefits on the same basis as are salaried
employees and as hourly employees hired post-Title VII. The complained-of disparity is
that, without this lump-sum contribution, these pre-Title VII hourly employees are denied
participation in retirement benefits solely because, it is alleged, they were channelled into
hourly employment pre-Title VII.

We are unable to say that this consequence of pre-Title VII hourly employment has any
present impact that is directly or indirectly based upon race or gender, nor even that the
requirement complained of results in any disparate impact upon the pre-Title VII hourly
employees. The retirement system's eligiblity requirements treat similarly-situated
employees similarly, i.e., all black and white male and female hourly employees formerly
excluded from retirement coverage must deposit past delinquent contributions before they
may receive benefits. To exempt pre-Title VII blacks and women from making delinquent
lump-sum contributions, in order to remedy the injury caused by the prior channeling,
would serve to treat them more favorably than the white male hourly employees, who are
also forced to contribute for the years of exclusion. Further, while the exemption would
serve to benefit members of the class hired before Title VII came into effect, it would do so
at the expense of post-Act hirees who are class members, because the amount of the funds
available for payment of benefits would be reduced.  

In short, in order to show Title VII liability, the plaintiffs do not set forth an unlawful
employment practice merely by proving that more women and blacks are affected by a rule
than are white men. See, e.g., Manhart, supra, 435 U.S. at 710 n. 20, 98 S. Ct. at 1370-77 n.
20. The plaintiffs must show that application of the standard has a disparate effect on
protected and unprotected groups. For example, a height requirement affects the protected
group of women more than it affects the unprotected group of men, e.g., Dothard v.
Rawlinson, supra, 433 U.S. at 329, 97 S. Ct. at 2727, or a high school diploma requirement
affects the protected group of blacks more than the unprotected group of whites, e.g.,
Griggs v. Duke Power Company, supra, 401 U.S. at 432, 91 S. Ct. at 854. The happenstance
that the group to which a rule applies is composed mostly of women and blacks does not
give rise to Title VII liability, even under disparate impact analysis. See Evans, supra, 431
U.S. at 557-58, 97 S. Ct. at 1888-89; Allen v. United States Steel, 665 F.2d 689, 694 (5th
Cir. 1982).
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The remaining contentions with regard to alleged disparities in the retirement system do
not require extended comment. As the district court held, the five-month delay of coverage
after Title VII became applicable to the University was justified by business necessity.   As
previously noted, the denial of equal protection claims fall because discriminatory intent
was not proven. The plaintiffs' also make a conclusory contention that the allegedly
inadequate explanation of waiver of retirement benefits and the encouragement to accept
lump-sum reimbursement of contributions instead at the time employment ceases
constitute denial of due process. They do not contend that this was discriminatory. The
state's failure fully to explain to each employee the significance of his action simply does
not involve a denial of either procedural or substantive due process. Cf. Logan v.
Zimmerman Brush Company, 455 U.S. 422, 430, 434, 102 S. Ct. 1148, 1155, 1157, 71 L. Ed.
2d 265 (1982).

The district court found no "discriminating basis for the increased termination rate" of
blacks at the University. The court set forth representative figures regarding employee
firings: in 1972, blacks constituted one-third of those hired but three quarters of those fired
by the University. The court added, however, that comparisons of termination rates of
whites and blacks within general job categories rather than in the average workforce,
yielded no significant racial differences. It concluded that the plaintiffs did not make out a
case of discrimination in terminations.

At trial, a University official testified that the hourly employees were terminable at will,
while the salaried employees (who were subject to yearly employment contracts with the
state) could be terminated only for cause. The different treatment at the time was based on
the short-term (or part-time) non-contractual relationship the hourly employees had with
the University. A higher percentage of terminations occur in the hourly positions, where
employees are hired seasonally and may be fired at will; since blacks are represented in the
hourly positions at a much higher percentage than in the overall classified workforce, a
higher percentage of blacks will be discharged than would be expected considering their
representation in the University employment force overall, both salaried and hourly
employees.

By comparing treatment of blacks and whites in these hourly and salaried job categories
respectively the district court concluded that the different termination systems for hourly
and salaried employees did not have a discriminatory basis. Within each job classification
subject to the same termination procedure, no significant difference was shown in the
percentage of blacks and whites terminated in comparison to their representation in that
classification. Procedures that treat similarly-situated employees similarly do not violate
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Title VII merely because more members of the protected class happen to be subject to that
procedure. See, e.g., Manhart, supra, 435 U.S. at 710 n. 20, 98 S. Ct. at 1376-77 n. 20;
Dothard, supra, 433 U.S. at 329, 97 S. Ct. at 2727; Evans, supra, 431 U.S. at 557, 97 S. Ct. at
1889.

We have previously noted that, due to an intervening decision of this court, the district
court's order finding Title VII violation by reason of disparate impact alone is insufficient,
and that remand must be ordered for it to make findings as to whether discriminatory
intent is also proved. The plaintiffs will not, of course, be entitled to monetary relief on the
issue of channeling until the district court determines that issue.   Nevertheless, for the
reasons that we previously reached other issues that with great possibility will occur on the
remand, we will likewise respond to the monetary relief issues presented to us on this
appeal.

The district court denied an award of back pay to the aggrieved class members as
"inappropriate," because the structural reform devised through injunctive relief made the
victims whole and because the expense of back pay may weaken the financial integrity of
the public employer. The court determined that the "presumption favoring [award of]
retroactive relief", City of Los Angeles v. Manhart, 435 U.S. 702, 718, 98 S. Ct. 1370, 1380,
55 L. Ed. 2d 657 (1980), could be overcome so long as it denied the remedy for reasons
which did not frustrate the congressional purposes behind Title VII: to eradicate racial and
sexual discrimination and to compensate its victims. See Albemarle Paper Company v.
Moody, 422 U.S. 405, 421, 95 S. Ct. 2362, 2373, 45 L. Ed. 2d 280 (1975). We conclude that
the district court abused its discretion, id. at 424, 95 S. Ct. at 2375 (standard of review), in
refusing back pay under these circumstances for its stated reasons.

Title VII provides that upon establishing a violation of the Act, the court may "enjoin the
[discrimination] ... and order such affirmative action as may be appropriate, which may
include, but is not limited to, reinstatement, ... with or without back pay, ... or any other
equitable relief as the court deems appropriate." 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(g). The statutory
mandate of Title VII does not automatically require the court to exercise its equitable
powers and award back pay in all circumstances, see Albemarle, supra, 422 U.S. at 415, 95
S. Ct. at 2370; nevertheless, as the district court correctly observed, the remedial purposes
of Title VII command back pay relief in all but "special" circumstances. See, e.g., James v.
Stockham Valves & Fittings Company, 559 F.2d 310, 357 (5th Cir. 1977); Pettway v.
American Cast Iron Pipe Company, 494 F.2d 211, 252-53 (5th Cir. 1975), modified on other
grounds, 576 F.2d 1157 (5th Cir. 1978). The court's discretion to deny back pay, once the
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class has been shown to have sustained economic loss, is "narrow." See James and Pettway,
id.

Guided by this jurisprudence, we differ with the district court and find that denial of back
pay herein would thwart Title VII's remedial goals of eradicating discrimination and of
making whole the victims of discrimination. By these jurisprudentially determined limits,
the exercise of the district court's equitable power to fashion a remedy could not, under
present circumstances, include the denial of back pay.

The district court had found that the University channelled class members into lower-
paying positions and that the Classified Pay Plan arbitrarily assigned predominantly-black
and women classifications to lower pay conditions that naturally result in economic loss. In
this type of situation, a back pay award is necessary to achieve equal employment
opportunities, the ultimate aim of Title VII, for " [i]t is the reasonably certain prospect of a
back pay award that ' [p]rovides the spur or catalyst which causes employers and unions to
self-examine and to self-evaluate their employment practices and to endeavor to eliminate'
[discrimination]," Albemarle, 422 U.S. at 417-19, 95 S. Ct. at 2371. See also James, 559 F.2d
at 357. Prospective adjustment of the pay plan or promotion or preferential transfer of the
protected groups into higher paying positions alone does not compensate fully or make
whole the employees who have suffered economic loss due to the employer's past policies
and practices. Moreover, the institutional reforms set forth in the injunction that
prospectively affect job assignment, compensation and promotion practices do not provide
relief to terminated or retired employees who suffered injuries similar to those of the
currently employed class members.

The second circumstance on which the district court relied to deny back pay--the potential
financial weakening of the University, a state employer financed at public expense--does
not provide an adequate reason for denying equitable relief for the plaintiffs' past economic
injuries. In Manhart, supra, cited to by the district court, the Supreme Court did not rely on
the governmental status of the city employer to overcome the presumption in favor of
retrospective relief, in a situation where the employer's pension plan impermissibly
required female employers to make larger contributions to the pension fund because of
their actuarially-determined longer term of retirement. Rather, the Court found that refund
of excess contributions in this situation would not serve as a necessary threat to induce
change, because this marked departure from the past practices used in determining
pension contributions had not heretofore been held unlawful by the courts. 401 U.S. at 720-
21, 98 S. Ct. at 1381-82. Although the employer's good faith is not a defense to a Title VII
violation, see Albemarle, supra, 422 U.S. at 422, 95 S. Ct. at 2374, the Court reasoned that



the pre-Manhart employer may have been required by state law to assign costs of the plan
in this discriminatory manner or may have believed that to do otherwise would have
discriminated against male employees. See 401 U.S. at 720, 98 S. Ct. at 1381. Finally, the
Court found that the costs of this monetary remedy would fall on innocent third parties, the
retirees, male and female, whose benefits would be diminished because of the withdrawal
from the fund of the excess contributions. Manhart, 402 U.S. at 723, 98 S. Ct. at 1382-83.

None of the Manhart special circumstances exist here to constitute reasons for denying
back pay relief, except for the tenuous argument that state taxpayers, "innocent third
parties", may ultimately bear the expense of the back pay remedy. This factor was not a
consideration in requiring the University to assume costs of the injunctive relief, nor should
it be a reason to deny back pay compensation. If the state did increase its funding to the
University to cover the costs of retroactive relief, then the threat to the financial integrity of
the University feared by the district court would be alleviated. In any event, the victims of
past discrimination should not be denied compensation, and thus bear all the costs of the
University's wrongful practices, solely because their employer is financed at state expense
and provides a public service.

Should the district court reinstate its finding of a Title VII violation with respect to
channeling on the remand, it should also award back pay relief. (As stated in note 13, supra,
an award of back pay may nevertheless be appropriate to compensate the loss caused by the
disparately impacting unvalidated job requirements.) We recognize that this will cause the
troublesome task of making individual determinations as to which of the black and women
employees were actual victims of the discriminatory practices and the awards to each. See,
e.g., Teamsters, supra, 431 U.S. at 371-77, 97 S. Ct. at 1873-75. We will not at this time
address the issue raised by the plaintiffs' appeal of the denial of "front pay",   a matter we
will leave for resolution by the district court upon the remand, if it determines that Title VII
violations have been made out.

Although the plaintiffs filed an application for an award of costs and interim attorneys' fees,
the district court did not enter an award and did not explain its reasons for the failure to do
so. Section 706(k) of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-5(k), provides that a
court in its discretion may award reasonable attorneys' fees to private parties prevailing
under Title VII. The plaintiffs urge that interim attorneys' fees are appropriate in light of
the fact that the language of this awards section parallels that of the Civil Rights Attorneys'
Fees Awards Act of 1976, 42 U.S.C. § 1988, whose legislative history emphasizes the
importance of costs awards pendente lite in protracted civil rights litigation. See sources
cited in James, supra, 559 F.2d at 355 n. 63.
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In James, we found the legislative history of section 1988 relevant in directing an interim
attorney's fee award in Title VII litigation, where the liability issues had been resolved
similarly to the present case. Id. This legislative history emphasizes that the awards of
attorneys' fees pendente lite are "especially important where a party had prevailed on an
important matter in the course of litigation, even where he ultimately does not prevail on
all issues." S.Rep. No. 1011, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 5, reprinted in [1976] U.S.Code Cong. &
Admin.News 5908, 5912-13, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. The James court found that interim
awards are proper in the course of protracted class action litigation, in order to prevent
extreme cash-flow problems of the plaintiffs and attorneys and to encourage the activities
of these "private Attorneys General" in employment discrimination disputes. 559 F.2d at
358-59.

On the remand, should Title VII relief be afforded to the plaintiffs, the district court is
instructed to award them interim attorneys' fees for pre-trial, trial and appellate work, or to
give reasons why interim award of these fees would not be proper in this case.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we AFFIRM the district court's determination of a Title VII
violation with regard to claims of discrimination in the educational requirements, and its
denial of Title VII relief with regard to terminations and the retirement plan; we AFFIRM
the district court's certification of the plaintiff class, as well as its determinations that the
channeling employment practices of the defendant were discriminatory with regard to
women and blacks within the class; and we REMAND to the district court for it to make
findings as to discriminatory intent, with instructions that, if it find no such intent, it vacate
the injunctive relief previously granted, but that, if it does make a finding of discriminatory
intent, it consider additionally the award of monetary relief not inconsistent with the views
expressed in this opinion.

AFFIRMED IN PART; REMANDED IN PART.

 
1

The plaintiffs' suit was also founded upon alleged violations of their civil rights under 42
U.S.C. §§ 1981, 1983. However, remedies for employment discrimination under these
statutes are considered only if the plaintiffs assert claims on grounds different than those
underlying the Title VII claims. See Rivera v. City of Wichita Falls, 665 F.2d 531, 534 n. 4
(5th Cir. 1982). The district court found no such distinction to maintain the separate Secs.
1981, 1983 action. We thus discuss the plaintiffs' contentions under Title VII rubric, except



where they specifically raise claims of violation of the fourteenth amendment to the
Constitution
 

2
Both Carpenter and Hunt filed charges of discrimination against the University with the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), and received notice of right to sue.
The district court determined in Carpenter v. Stephen F. Austin State University, 83 F.R.D.
173 (E.D. Tex. 1979), that the plaintiffs satisfied both EEOC and state administrative
requirements, as well as the class certification requirements of Fed. R. Civ. P. 23. As an
intervening class member in 1978 whose claims reasonably related to the EEOC charges
filed by Carpenter and Hunt, the plaintiff Williams was not required to file his own EEOC
charge. See Miller v. International Paper Co., 408 F.2d 283, 285 (5th Cir. 1969)
 

3
Other defendants, the Teacher Retirement System of Texas, its Board of Trustees and its
Executive Secretary, were joined below for purposes of relief with respect to discrimination
in the retirement systems. After finding for the defendants on this issue, the district court
dismissed these defendants
 

4
Until a change in state law in 1979, employees were required to pay interest on the lump
sum delinquent contributions from the date of inclusion to date of payment; in trial a
University official stated that any interest payments made by the formerly excluded
employees had been or would be refunded
 

5
The plaintiffs do not seem to complain of the typical "failure to hire" case, where the class
includes aggrieved applicants who are unable to obtain any employment whatsoever with
the defendant because of their race or sex. While the district court certified a class of blacks
and women "who have been denied or will be denied employment or benefits," it stated that
the plaintiffs did not present, and the defendants adequately rebutted, "a classic failure to
hire" case. The district court concluded that the University presented proof of post-Title VII
adequate hiring as measured by availability data of the relevant labor market, but still
found that the University impermissibly channelled the protected groups into the lesser pay
and less desirable job positions. The claim of discrimination in hiring, as the term is
employed used by the plaintiffs and the district court, seems to concern only job
assignment, rather than obtaining employment at the University. Since the overall
employment of blacks and females is adequate and the contention is that these class



members are overrepresented in clerical and service/maintenance positions, a class claim
of failure to hire within those positions was not maintainable, as the district court found
 

6
The court distinguished channeling from the "classic failure to hire case" where the
employer does not employ an acceptable percentage of persons from protected classes
based on their availability within the relevant labor market. A channeling cause of action
may be based in an observable concentration of these groups in lower employment
echelons, involving initial assignments and future opportunities for promotion rather than
hiring
 

7
The disparate treatment model is based on section 703(a) (1) of Title VII, 42 U.S.C. §
2000e-2(a) (1), which provides that it is an unlawful employment practice "to discriminate
against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of
employment" because of race or sex
The disparate impact model of Title VII liability is based on section 703(a) (2), 42 U.S.C. §
2000e-2(a) (2), which forbids an employer to "limit, segregate, or classify" employees "in
any way which would deprive or tend to deprive any individual of employment
opportunities or otherwise adversely affect his status as an employee" because of race or
sex.
 

8
Proof of discriminatory purpose is not necessary to prove the unlawfulness of such
employment procedures, for Title VII considers "the consequences of employment
practices, not simply the motivation." Griggs, supra, 401 U.S. at 432, 91 S. Ct. at 854
 

9
Although Swint involved a finding of discriminatory purpose under section 703(h) of Title
VII, 92 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(h), rather than of discriminatory intent under section 703(a) (1),
the factual characterization of both is the same
 

10
However, as the district court found, the more favorable benefits of the Optional
Retirement System, which only academics and high-level administrators were eligible to
join, was excluded under section 703(h), supra; the different standards of benefits and
conditions of employment--as compared to the type of retirement benefits provided the
hourly employees and the lower level salaried employees--were attributable to a system



that awarded more favorable benefits to higher level employees on the basis of their
"quality of production" and without intention to discriminate on basis of race or gender.
See Dobbs v. City of Atlanta, 606 F.2d 557, 559 (5th Cir. 1979)
 

11
The delinquent contribution lump-sum requirement thus also seems to fulfill the standards
for an employment practice based on business necessity, although the University would
have averted hardship on previously excluded hourly employees by giving them the option
of not paying the back contributions, and thereon beginning years-of-service and vesting
requirements at the time plan coverage became mandatory for all employees. In exchange,
the previously excluded employee would of course have to wait ten years for vesting and
receive reduced retirement benefits
 

12
This time difference was based on the University's fiscal year beginning in September,
when funds for administration and state contribution to new coverage could be allotted and
therefore was held under these facts to constitute a defense of business necessity
 

13
Since we affirmed the district court's finding of discriminatory disparate impact regarding
the educational requirements, a back pay award might be appropriate if the court does not
find the discriminatory intent necessary to maintain a Title VII violation in the channeling
cause of action
 

14
The plaintiffs request "front pay," a monetary award calculated to terminate on the date a
victim of discrimination attains his rightful place in the employer's workforce rather than
the date of the order granting relief. Front pay is a recognized form of Title VII
compensation instances where the class member cannot immediately be placed in the
position to which he would have been qualified but for the discrimination. See, e.g., James,
supra, 559 F.2d at 358; EEOC v. Enterprise Association Steamfitters, 542 F.2d 579, 590-91
(1st Cir. 1976); Patterson v. American Tobacco Co., 535 F.2d 257, 269 (4th Cir. 1976), cert.
denied, 429 U.S. 920, 97 S. Ct. 314, 50 L. Ed. 2d 286 (1977)


